Its a dry old subject,
BUT
there will be“pictures” to see as well,
so it shouldn't be too boring.....

What are we trying to achieve ?

To calibrate the screen to have a standard starting point,
and to be able to print onto paper or project via a projector,
what we see on screen within the limitations of each
device.

What do we need to do first
●

Provide a consistent working environment.
–

This includes.
●
●
●
●
●

The area were we work
The calibration of the screen
The calibration of the printer
The set-up of the software we use
And, it we use one, the ability to use a known off-site printer, snappy snaps
or who ever.

The work area
●

Why is this important ??
–

We need to have a consistent area where we work, this doesn't involve the software
or hardware (pc, monitor or printer at this point)

–

The lights should be daylight balanced, why is this, its the same reason that you may
see clothes shoppers going to the window of a shop to see what colours the cloths
actually are. If you stay in the shop and try to match up different items of cloths (under
fluorescent lights for instance) and don't test in real daylight, you could be back in the
shop changing the item more than once...

–

Some photographers have a daylight print inspection light for this reason, otherwise
you are looking at the print under the colour cast produced by the lights present in
your house, either yellow or blue and CFL's are even worse as they are not
consistent, unless they are bought specifically.

Setting the work area
●

We can do things to take out the variables of changeable lighting
conditions.
–

Eliminate reflections as far as possible. We could, after turning on the
lights, draw the curtains, or even work in a room with blinds, This would
defiantly eliminate shadows and side-lighting from the screen, but might be
going too far for most people.

–

We need somewhere we can view the final prints that match (as far as
possible) the conditions in which the prints are to be viewed.

–

Use daylight balanced lighting as far as possible.

–

Have the same amount of lighting on at each editing session.

How do we achieve this
●

I use a colormunki as it provides the whole solution from screen
to printed copy, some others are screen only and do not provide
a way to match what we seen on screen to have the same (as
far as differing colour gamut allow) on paper.
Note: Paper gamut. Each paper will have differing whites, that is
the base paper is made with, whiteners, some papers as
distinctly yellowish and some are very white (they add blue, as in
washing powder) to make the paper “look” brighter and therefore
whiter.

Colour space – What is it??
●

For different devices, the printer, screen, and in our case, the
club projector, each device will have a different range and
intensity of being able to project colours/tones/hues from the
original.
–

This means that at different stages, though processing of our
masterpieces, there will inevitably be compromises, where
information, in the form of colours available will be thrown away, we
cannot help this, as each device has its own limitations, it is the job of
calibration to minimise this as far as possible.

Colour spaces of devices
●

●

●

●

●

To start, Your camera could be capable of setting an adobe
colour space or sRGB (Red Green Blue). If you use the adobe
colour space in your camera, the resulting image, when bought
into your editor of choice, will look flat, and require more
processing to get it looking like what you remembered
Looking at the diagram, you can see that each area covers
differing amounts of the visible colour space (the largest area).
When we come to trying to show adobe RGB onto a monitor
(that is normally sRGB,), the colours captured in the first place
by your camera, will have to be either lost, as they fall outside
of sRGB or remapped (shifted inwards) to regain those that are
outside the area.
An example of an Adobe capable monitor is the The Dell
U2713H (US$1,000) has a bit more screen real estate with a
diagonal of 27 inches, and a resolution of 2,560 x 1,440 pixels.
However all this extra colour space is lost if the final output isn't
capable, ie paper..... So I would suggest that at the moment, we
stick with sRGB all though the processing cycle.

Colour spaces
●

●

●

This shows that as you move from
screen to print and the choice of
printer, you will loose colours.
Those that are most noticeable are
the bright colours, and especially
reds , yellows and greens. Your
bright and vibrant image on screen,
will looks somewhat disappointing
when finally printed.
Choice of good inks and as
important, the correct paper will
have a great influence on the final
print.
Again, you can see that from the
visible spectrum, ie what we can
see, there are enormous
compromises to be made when it
comes to the final print.

Types of Colour spaces
●

There are three types of colour space.
–

Device dependant colour spaces, this is what the device is capable of.

–

Device independent colour spaces, this is a reference colour space, not used
interactivly.

–

Working colour spaces, these are Adobe RGB 1998 and sRGB. SRGB is what is
used in the club competitions.

Use of the Adobe RGB, while is it a wider colour space (supporting more
colours) it will look “flat” when displayed on outputs (Printer/screen/Projector)
that are set to sRGB.
So, it makes sense to set all (From camera through to printer) to sRGB (and you
probably wont notice the difference )
●

●

How the colours are re-mapped
Perceptual

Reletive Chromatic

Back to calibration...
●

To recap
–

We need to calibrate the monitor, to a known standard (done in a
software hardware combination)

–

We then need to calibrate the printer to a known standard.
●

These standards, as you can see from the previous slides, are not the same,
as each device has its own special capabilities, the colour response for each
is different. So the same settings cannot be applied to each, and are totally
separate in the computer.

Before we start....
●

●

●

●

We need to set the resolution as high as our video card and monitor
can allow.
Set the colours that are available to display as high as it can be set.
Either High colour or 24 bit.
Allow your display device (CRT or LCD) to warm up, in the case of
a CRT this should be 30 mins, in the case of an LCD, it can't hurt,
but probably isn't that desperate.
Get rid it reflections, strong light or glare that is reaching your
screen.

What's next ?
●

After installation of the software, you
are then presented with a screen
that asks your preference for gamma
setting, while its not important to
know what this is, almost without
change a setting of 2.2 is the normal
setting. Brightness is then tested and
set, by adjusting your screens
brightness against a software
generated pointer on screen, this
involves you putting the colorimeter
onto the screen. You can see why its
called “colormunki” as it hangs down
from the top of the screen...

Gamma Setting
●

Display Gamma. This setting controls the rate at which shades appear to increase from
black to white (for each successive digital value). This makes a given image appear
brighter and darker for lower and higher gamma values, respectively, but does not
change the black and white points. It strongly influences an image's apparent contrast:

Gamma 1

Gamma 1.8

Gamma 2.2

Gamma 4.0

Measuring the screens response
●

●

●

●

●

●

What happens next is that a series of colours, occupying the whole screen will flash and be measured by the
colorimeter.
After this an icc file is created, that is specific to your screen and your environment, which is why it was
important to get this right in the first place, the icc file is loaded into your screen driver. You need to check
that this is being used, before we go to the next stage, calibrating your printer.
The colorimeter has a light level measuring device at the top of the device which it takes into account when it
makes the icc file for your screen.
This process, is not a one off, a reminder is set (as part of the software) to do this each week, 2 weeks or 4
weeks., you can also switch off the reminders, but that would negate all the work you have done in
calibrating the screen.
This isn't as important as it was, when older CRTs were used, but is still important as its your starting point
and the fact that colours displayed on screens, do drift over time.
It is also important to note (unless you have already realised it), that after this process, you do not change
the physical settings on the monitors.

What have we achieved ?
●

●

●

If we used an uncalibrated
monitor/lcd and processed our
images on it, and it had a blue colour
cast, we would, as part of the
processing be looking at our monitor,
taking out the blue colour cast (by
adding orange or yellow or by taking
blue out, which would unbalance the
image) and be very disappointed
when it came to printing out the final
image.
It also means that if we were to
share the image with others that also
have calibrated monitors, they would
see what we see.
You might even produce a couple of
icc files for your monitor/lcd to take
into
account
differing
lighting
conditions.

To remove a colour cast you add the colour that
is opposite the offending colour in the colour
wheel.

Calibrating the printer
●

●

●

This is a more involved process,
but has to be done less often.
The software will start off by
printing a known set of colours in
strips.
It is important to know when and
what is used to make this print, so I
mark these details on the printout
each time I complete this process.

Scan the first print
●

●

●

●

Next the printed chart is scanned, this
enables the software to “see” how your
printer differers from what was produced.
The software will guide you though this
process.
Note that it is very important to follow this,
especially allowing the ink to dry fully, as,
believe it or not, the colours change as
they dry.
The scanning is done to make an initial
pass at making an icc file for the printer.

Second pass
●

●

Once the first pass has been done, the
software will print out a second chart,
this contains the intermediate colours,
based on your printer and the scanned
results, to fine tune the icc file for the
printer.
The second print is then scanned, after
drying, and an icc file is produced for the
printer.

What have we achieved ?
●

The printer driver now knows how to print the required colours
correctly to match those on screen as far as possible.

Soft proofing
●

●

●

●

To see how the eventual print will look, or as close as it can be, you can use a facility in
photoshop called soft proofing
This temporarily turns the on-screen image display, to a state where it simulates the printed
output.
However, you need to realise that the screen image is made up from projected light and
therefore has the potential for being brighter than the printed image which is made from
reflected light and will inevitably be less vibrant.
You can use the profile you created, if you are using non-standard inks and paper or the correct
one (matching your paper/printer/ink combination) for your printer.

If you use standard paper and ink specific to a
printer maker.
●

●

●

●

●

If you are using standard printers, with their inks and papers, the printer profiling via the
previous method isn't normally needed, but the use of the manufactures icc files is and the
location and method of installation is needed.
That is, Photoshop needs to be told to NOT manage the colours, you need to install the icc files
for the paper that you are going to use and that the printer driver is going to use the right icc file
for the paper.
These printer icc files are downloadable from HP or Epson etc for free, and are very small.
The combination of ink printer and paper should all be from the same maker, as they have spent
time in matching the characteristics of the items they make. Suing alternative paper, for
instance, will need a different icc file, from the papers maker, but would be less tested as they
have to test more printer ink combinations than a matched set from one maker.
You still need to profile the monitor.

How we set up Photoshop or ....
●

In photoshop you have the choice of
–

Letting photoshop manage the colours
●

–

●

●

Or

Letting the printer manage the colours

Its either one or the other NEVER both, as you would be applying a correction to a correction
and the result will look muddy, not good at all.
In reality, as you have taken all the trouble to make an icc file for the printer, you have to be sure
that you set photoshop to not apply any settings for the final output and let the printer take care
of the adjustments.

If we use “snappy snaps” etc
●

You may choose to just trust to luck that the printer used at “snappy snaps” matches
your taste. And there is nothing wrong with that, however, I might suggest that they
set their printers up for holiday shots (their biggest customers) and most will be
looking for bright and vibrant prints, because that is what they are used to. It probably
won't match your shots of a windswept coast, that has a more subtle pallet of colours
captured and over saturation in this case isn't what you are looking for and would be
wrong. You need to look for a printer that allows the use of icc files that the on-line
printer has created for his printers.

On-line printers and ICC files
From the photobox website.
●

●

●

●

●

●

ICC profiles for soft proofing on your own screen:
We prefer to provide customers with a free calibration print to use rather than ICC printer profiles to soft proof
their work on their own computer screen as most of our customers don’t have a calibrated work-flow / screen.
Find out more about colour calibration.
If you do use a colour managed work-flow / calibrated screen and want ICC profiles, they are available to
download here.
However, please note that ICC profiles are currently only available for our Poliellectronica printers which print the
following print sizes: 10"x7", A4, 12"x10", 15"x10", 12"x12", 14"x11", 20"x8", A3, 16"x12", 18"x12", 20"x16", A2,
30"x20" and maxi poster 30"x40".
This should help to give you accurate results on the Polieletronica, using the Fuji Crystal Archive paper profiles
that are attached to this answer.
You can soft proof your images in the following way:

Photobox – more....
●

Install the profiles on Photoshop

●

Before you upload your photos convert them to the profile

●

Open the image in Photoshop and discard any other profile in the image if it has one

●

Go to View / Proof Set-up / Custom

●

From the drop-down list select the Fuji paper profile

●

Select 'preserve colour numbers' (this will show the image as it is presently printed)

●

Click OK

●

●

Make the required adjustments to the image so that the on-screen image appears as you
want it printed
Save this new version of the image as a new file (to keep your original) and upload it for
printing.

Photobox more....
●

●

●

●

Once these new versions have uploaded, the prints from them will be a close match to what you
see on-screen
About embedded profiles:
Embedded ICC profiles are used to dictate the colour space that photo files are viewed and
printed in.
However, we usually strip out embedded profiles (depending on the type of printer we are using)
as our printing devices print within a limited colour space. We therefore ask you to submit your
images in sRGB for best possible printing output. Please also check this related answer for more
information.

Caveats
●

●

Things that calibration will not fix.
–

The lack of correct exposure in camera

–

Too higher range in dynamic range in the physical object

–

The cameras inability to capture high dynamic range objects

All the above must be corrected beforehand in your image
processing work-flow, before making the final output, in any
form.

On going Maintenance
●

You need to re-profile, when you change ink cartridges or refill them.

●

You need to re-profile as and when the software reminds you to do.

●

You need to have a printer profile for each paper that you need, and
that isn't just for glossy, semi-glossy and matt. Each paper
manufacture will put into the paper differing amounts of blueness (to
make the whites appear whiter). Some papers are distinctly yellowish
in colour.

What does this mean to the membership ?
●

●

●

●

●

●

When we have a new projector you can be sure that its calibrated to a set standard.
If we provide you with the icc file for the clubs projector, you can, (if your software allows it), see how the
digital competition entries should appear on the night before you send your entries into the clubs drop box.
When you submit your prints off to your selected off-site printer, you should use their icc files, to see how
they will print your entries.
This should give you more control over your entries and the way they look on the nights of the
competitions.
If done correctly, for print entries, you should be able to take into account the way that they are displayed,
the light levels and the colour of the lights that are used in the Temperance Hall.
However, all the above is dependent on you being able to see your prints/DPI on your own monitor to
properly asses your work, and that means that your own display must be calibrated. You can do this the
less expensive way by using the Spider or screen only calibrator, to supply your half of the calibration, the
club or the printer (on-line) will supply the other half of the calibration path.

